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•   JBL design details

•   High-performance JBL drivers

•  Universal one-button remote with built-in microphone

•   Silicone sleeves

•   Flat elastomer cables and rubber slider

•   Rugged strain relief

•   Gold-plated jack with extension ring

•   Carry pouch

J22a
High-performance in-ear headphones with JBL®  drivers and microphone 

Outstanding frequency response and
pure bass.
JBL J22a in-ear headphones take professional audio 
technology and make it personal. Drawing on expertise 
learned from building some of the finest loudspeakers in the 
world, JBL engineers created lightweight, comfortable 
headphones that deliver signature JBL sound. High- 
performance drivers generate outstanding frequency 
response and pure bass that is deep, powerful and 
accurate, which lets you hear the truth from your favorite 
music and artists. Fresh styling makes our J22a as pleasing 
to the eyes as they are to the ears, and an in-line 
microphone lets you take calls without taking the 
headphones off.



Key Features
JBL design details
Your music is an extension of your personal style. So are your 
headphones. From sandblasted metal-alloy housing rims and 
tinted silicone sleeves to speaker mesh accents and metallic 
JBL logos, J22a headphones let you listen with style.

High-performance JBL drivers
JBL drivers deliver precise, powerful sound for an exceptional 
listening experience. Bass is pure, deep and accurately 
produced the calling card of legendary JBL sound.

One-button remote with built-in microphone
Made specifically for use with Smartphones, the in-line remote 
allows you to play and to pause music and to answer and to 
end calls.  A built-in microphone lets you answer calls while 
leaving the headphones on. The one-button remote/mic is 
compatible with most smartphones.

Silicone sleeves
Ears come in all shapes and sizes. So we include three pairs of 
silicone sleeves: small, medium and large. An optimal fit not 
only increases comfort, it also reduces ambient noise in the ear 
canal.

Flat elastomer cables and rubber slider
Tangled cables are a hassle. J22a have flat elastomer cables 
that resist tangling and a rubber slider that keeps the cables 
neatly organized.
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Rugged strain relief
Strong, secure connections between housings and cables are 
critical for both durability and sound quality. Our headphones 
feature rugged silicone strain-relief connectors that dampen 
vibration for enhanced acoustic performance.

Gold-plated jack with extension ring
The gold-plated jack incorporates an extension ring that works 
with most custom smartphone covers and cases. So you don’t 
have to slip off your protective case to connect the headphones.

Carry pouch
JBL sound is always worth protecting. An included carry pouch 
stores the extra silicone sleeves and keeps the headphones safe 
from nicks and scratches.

Technical Specifications
•   Type: In-ear style
•   High-performance driver: 1-1/32" (8.6mm)
•   Frequency range: 18Hz – 20kHz
•   Impedance: 32Ω
•   Flat elastomer cable: 4' 3-3/16" (1.3M)
•   Plug: 1/8" (3.5mm) gold plated


